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Why this site is not under 2000 characters. You don't seem to use any code that is not invisible. A: If you copy paste a line
that is in fact displaying a result within the question and all other line within the question do not you won't lose anything.

For example, the following line will display 4: You have searched for something: From a user who has not in fact
searched: You have searched for something: Even though on a normal line it has an extra space before you have searched

for something, or after it. So if you copy paste the line, for example the title of your question, it will display correctly: The
creator of this site needs to fix this as it's very confusing to visitors. A: This would be useful for other sites (as it's basically

a meta-help page). From Meta Breaking News U.S. Senator Lindsey Graham got a bit testy when members of the press
asked him about Donald Trump's claims he has tapes of 2016 election conversations between Trump and "hundreds and
hundreds" of women. Graham's outburst came Wednesday while his Senate Judiciary Committee grilled Trump's former
attorney, Michael Cohen, over a hush-money payment Cohen made to porn star Stormy Daniels before the 2016 election.
In a heated moment, the South Carolina Republican called reporters "an unruly mob" and demanded to know whether they
had "any respect for me or any desire to make sure that this country stays safe and that goes on? Do you think it was right
to do what you did?" "It seems like when you do what you have done, you don't get held in high esteem and I don't care

about you," Graham said. "I don't care about your agenda. I don't care about your bias. This country needs to stay safe and
you guys are part of the problem. Get lost." Graham's comments came after David Corn, a reporter for The Guardian,

cited The Washington Post and The New Yorker reporting that Cohen gave documents to both the newspaper and Michael
Avenatti, Daniels' attorney, after he was subpoenaed. "You're saying Michael Cohen told you the truth?" Graham said.
"I’m saying I’m getting information from three sources," Corn responded. "We’re not the only ones. This is not the first

time he has given us information.
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